Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Signature]

PRINTED NAME: Donna L. Little
DATE: 5.5.10

ADDRESS: 2165 Chambers Dr., Bozeman, MT 59715

SIGNATURE: Donna L. Little
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Henry Keegel
PRINTED NAME

ADDRESS

Henry Keegel
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

John Milne
4/26/10
Bozeman, MT 59715
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Christina LeFevre

PRINTED NAME

DATE

10 Box 142

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Timothy L. Ravndal
4-26-2010
P.O. Box 287 Townsend MT 59644

Signature
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Kevin McCausley  4/26/10
PRINTED NAME  DATE

P.O. Box 93  Big Timber, MT 59011
ADDRESS

Kevin McCausley
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Daniel E. Griffith
26-Mar-10
3340 Wildbunch Dr, Belgrade, MT 59714

Signature
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Anthony J. Miller
4-26-2010

305 Miles Ave, Clyde Park, MT 59018

Signature
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

**RYAN VANCE**

**DATE**

**ADDRESS**

**SIGNATURE**
Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

ELLE LRAHAM 4/24/10
PRINTED NAME DATE
329 Quinn Creek Rd
ADDRESS

[Signature]
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

FAHY MAUPET April 24, 10
PRINTED NAME DATE
48000 GALLANN ROAD GTWAY MT 59730
ADDRESS

[Signature]
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

DATE
4-24-10

PRINTED NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Wes Fehrer  
4/34/10

ADDRESS  
2561 Butch Cassidy Dr Roseman Mt 59718

Wes Dehr
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Amy Breider

ADDRESS

Amy Breider

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT  59620-1706  

Commissioners,

Population Deviation  
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries  
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests  
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.  

[Signature]  
DATE: 4/24/10  

ADDRESS: 257 Mallard Springs Road.
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

---

PRINTED NAME

DATE

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Karolin Loendorf
PRINTED NAME

April 24, 2010
DATE

PO Box 1163 Dillon, MT 59725
ADDRESS

Karolin Loendorf
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

James H Brown 4/29/2010
Printed Name Date
P O Box 256 Livingston MT 59047
Address
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Loren Banks

PRINTED NAME

DATE

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Robert A. Brown  
4-24-10  

PRINTED NAME  
50592 Gard City MT  59730  
ADDRESS  

Robert A. Brown  
SIGNATURE
Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

PRTNTED NAME

DATE

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Susan Giuntoli

PRINTED NAME

1320 Manley Rd  
Bozeman MT 59715

ADDRESS

DATE

9/21/10

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Peggy Hart
PRINTED NAME

4/21/2000
DATE

1004 10' Connell Drive
Bogema, MT 59416
ADDRESS

Peggy Hart
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Karen White
5/21/00

3550 Boulder Blvd

Karen White

PRINTED NAME
ADDRESS
SIGNATURE
Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Ray M. Garrigues
21 April 2010
ADDRESS

Ray M. Garrigues
SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Scott Sales
5200 Baskett Rd

PRINTED NAME
ADDRESS

DATE

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

CINDY DAINES
PRINTED NAME

519 Oxford Drive  Bozeman MT 59715
ADDRESS

4/21/10
DATE

Cindy Daines
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Kenneth R. McCulloch

DATE

ADDRESS
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

---

**Donna L. McCulloch**  
PRINTED NAME

**4/21/10**  
DATE

**3300 Grad # 21 - Bozeman 59715**  
ADDRESS

**Donna L. McCulloch**  
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

_Ruth Ann Stellenburg_  
**ADDRESS**
410 N. Pondera Ave, Bozeman

_4-21-10_  
**DATE**

_Ruth Ann Stellenburg_  
**SIGNATURE**
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Joy O. Shellenberg
4-21-10

313 N. 20th

Joy Shellemberg

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Barbara A. Frost  
4/21/10
PRINTED NAME DATE
88 E. Hodgeman Rd, Bozeman, MT 59718
ADDRESS

Barbara A. Frost
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Hu Guette Coghlan
PRINTED NAME

4/21/10
DATE

2300 Gwaltney #9
Bozeman, MT 59715
ADDRESS

Hu Guette Coghlan
SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Billie Orr

PRINTED NAME

ADDRESS

DATE

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Signature]

ART WITTICH
4/21/10

ADDRESS
3116 Sourdough Rd, Bozeman, MT 59715

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Jedediah Hinkle
4/21/10

PRINTED NAME
DATE

209 S. 19th Apt #1
Bouffram MT 59718

ADDRESS

Jedediah Hinkle

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Kelly Flynn

DATE
6-21-2010

ADDRESS
Box 233, Townend, 59644

SIGNATURE
Kelly Flynn
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Kathryn M. Comstock

PRINTED NAME

4/2/10

DATE

1030 Mary Rd., Bozeman, MT 59718

ADDRESS

Kathryn M. Comstock

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Don Frank
21 Apr 2010

1004 O'Connell Dr. Bozeman, MT 59715

Signature
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Claudia Washburn  
PRINTED NAME

4/21/2010  
DATE

612 Candlelight Dr, Bozeman, MT 59718  
ADDRESS

Claudia Washburn  
SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Tanya Arrington

PRINTED NAME

4/21/16

DATE

2507 Daffodil St. Bozeman, MT 59718

ADDRESS

Tanya Arrington

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Printed Name]

[Address]

[Signature]
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Michael J. Hocevar
4/22/2018
DATE

2729 Goldenrod Lane, 132 MT 59718
ADDRESS

[Signature]
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

SHAWN MOKAN  
4/21/10

13830 Cotonwood Rd, Bozeman, MT 59718

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Klaas Tuininga  
4-21-10

Printed Name  
Date

6415 Church Rd, Manhattan, MT 59741  
Address

Signature
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Signature]

PRINTED NAME

DATE

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Jennifer Paul

PRINTED NAME

4.21.10

DATE

230 Dudley Dr. Bozeman MT 59715

ADDRESS

Jennifer Paul

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Signed: [Signature]

ADDRESS: 10157 Bridger Canyon Road

DATE: 5-5-10

[Printed Name]

[Signature]
Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Cleora Lodge  
5-5-10

ADDRESS

235 Cirque Drive, Bozeman

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Margaret J. Scobie
5/5/2010

134 Bennett Dr., Bigfork, MT

Margaret J. Scobie

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Printed Name: Shawn Cote
Date: 5/5/10
Address: 6625 Tommy Brown Blvd. Helena MT 59601
Signature: Shawn Cote
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Signature]

PRINTED NAME

DATE

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Frederick R. Hedges

PRINTED NAME

5/3/10

DATE

210 Sweetgrass Rd.  Bozeman  MT  59718

ADDRESS

Frederick R. Hedges

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Katherine Hoffmann 5/5/2010
PRINTED NAME

2428 Skinner Road Belgrade, MT 59714
ADDRESS

Katherine Hoffmann
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Daniel Hoffman

DATE 5/5/10

ADDRESS 2628 Shain Rd, Belgrade MT 59714

Signature
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

RIGHTMYER

S/5/10

DATE

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Cheri Rightmyer

May 5, 2010

3300 Graf St. #60, Bozeman, MT 59715
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Janet McCulloch
5-5-10
PRINTED NAME DATE

2400 Durston Rd #67, Bozeman 59718
ADDRESS

Janet McCulloch
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Paul G. Newby

5/5/10

411 Mountain View Dr. Bozeman, MT

Paul G. Newby
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Signature]

PRINTED NAME

DATE

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

[Address]

[Signature]
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Bruce Christiansen

PRINTED NAME
7156 Tepee Ridge Rd
Boulder, MT 59715

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Janna Christensen 5-5-10
PRINTED NAME DATE
9180 Tepee Ridge Rd Bozeman, MT 59715
ADDRESS

Janna Christensen
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Rick Gruss

1731 Fir Crest Ct, Bozeman 59715

5/5/10

DATE

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

_______________________________  5/5/10
Wayne S. Gillis
PRINTED NAME

_______________________________
2303 Nelson Rd/Bozeman, MT 59715
ADDRESS

_______________________________
Wayne S. Gillis
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation  
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries  
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests  
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Signature]

[Address]

PRINTED NAME  
RICHARD A. LITTLE

DATE  
5-5-10
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

_Terry Bannan_  
4/21/10

**PRINTED NAME**

**DATE**

56 Terrell Lane, Belgrade, MT

**ADDRESS**

_Terry Bannan_

**SIGNATURE**
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT  59620-1706  

Commissioners,

Population Deviation  
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries  
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests  
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Nick Landeros  
21 Apr 2010  
PRINTED NAME  
DATE

614 Lexington Dr Bozeman, MT 59715  
ADDRESS

Nick Landeros  
SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Barbara Blum
109 Sweet Blvd

PRINTED NAME
ADDRESS

4/21/10
DATE

Barbara Blum
SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation  
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries  
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests  
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

_________________________  ____________________________
Printed Name                Date

_________________________
Address

_________________________
Signature
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Ted Washburn

4/21/10

PRINTED NAME

612 Candlelight Dr.  Bozeman, MT 59718

ADDRESS

Ted Washburn

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Signature]

Clinton J. Reed  
9/21/2016

PRINTED NAME  
DATE

203 Adams Blvd.  
Belgrade, MT 59714  
(406) 587-1525

ADDRESS

[Signature]
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Joseph P. Skinner  
4/21/10

4400 Swamp Rd, Belgrade, MT 59714

Joseph Skinner

Joseph P. Skinner

4/21/10

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Jack W. Clarkson
4/25/10
711 S. Electric St., Weyburn, Saskatchewan

Signature
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Thomas Mosser  
4-21-10
PRINTED NAME  
DATE

21 E. Main St, Bozeman, MT 59715
ADDRESS

Signature
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Handwritten Signature: Martha Aveson]  4/21/10

[Handwritten Address: 5193 E. Baseline Rd, Belgrade, MT 59714]
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT  59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

________________________  _______________________
PRINTED NAME     DATE

________________________
ADDRESS

________________________
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Marty Lambert
PRINTED NAME
4/21/10
DATE
1611 Willow Way, Bozeman, MT 59715
ADDRESS

Marty Lambert
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Rus s A v e s o n  4/21/10
PRINTED NAME DATE

5195 E. Baseline Rd. Bozeman, MT 59715
ADDRESS

S/ n a t u r e
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Susan Barbisan
PRINTED NAME

4/21/10
DATE

7067 S. 3rd Bozeman, MT 59715
ADDRESS

Susan Barbisan
SIGNATURE
Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

RoseAnn Penwell

4-21-2010

6055 Monforton School Road - Bozeman 59718
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

David Penwell
PRINTED NAME

6055 Molforton Sch Rd
ADDRESS
Bozeman MT 59718

DATE
4/31/10

SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Heidi Dougherty
4-21-10

2311 Milkhouse Ln

59718
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Michael Dougherty  
4-21-10

2311 Milkhouse Ln  
59718

Michael Dougherty
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

DAVID A. PONTI
PRINTED NAME
4-21-2010
DATE

208 Comfort Ln, Bozeman
ADDRESS

David A. Ponte
SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT 59620-1706  

Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**  
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**  
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**  
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

KAREN PFAehler  
PRINTED NAME  

4/21/10  
DATE  

7360 Cottonwood Rd Bozeman, MT  
ADDRESS  

53718  
SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Nancy Robertson
PRINTED NAME

April 21, 2010
DATE

16 Nitching Post Road, Bozeman, MT 59715
ADDRESS

Nancy Robertson
SIGNATURE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Michael Comstock 4/21/10

Richard Comstock

PRINTED NAME DATE

1030 Mary Road

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT 59620-1706  

Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**  
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**  
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**  
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Jeffrey Krauss

PRINTED NAME  4/31/10

508 Park Place  
Bozeman MT 59715

ADDRESS

Jeffrey Krauss

SIGNATURE

Mayor, City of Bozeman
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

[Signature]

ADDRESS
268 4 Dot Lane

04-21-10
DATE
Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Penny Storjjohann 4/21/2010
PRINTED NAME DATE
110 Palette Ct Bozeman
ADDRESS

Penny Storjjohann
SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Gordon Storjohann  
4/24/2010

110 Palette Ct  
Bozeman, MT 59715

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Gordon Storjohann  
4/24/2010

110 Palette Ct  
Bozeman, MT 59715
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation  
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries  
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests  
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

\[\text{Kathi Lytle Bace}\]
\[
\text{ADDRESS}
\]

\[\text{4/21/10}\]
\[
\text{DATE}
\]

\[\text{Kathi Lytle Bace}\]
\[
\text{SIGNATURE}\]
Districting & Apportionment Commission  
Legislative Services Division  
P.O. Box 201706  
Helena, MT  59620-1706  

Commissioners,

Population Deviation  
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries  
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests  
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Joanne Brosken  
4/21/2010  
232 Willow Blvd  
Bozeman  59718  

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Joanne Brosken  

Joanne Brosken
Commissioners,

**Population Deviation**
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

**Geographic Boundaries**
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

**Community Interests**
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Patricia A. Kuetz  
PRINTED NAME  
4/21/2012  
DATE  
6271 Alamosas Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718  
ADDRESS  

Patricia Kuetz  
SIGNATURE
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Kimberly Buchanan
04-21-10

88 Laura Ct Bozeman, MT 59718-6640

Kimberly Buchanan

Signature
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the “one person, one vote” philosophy and therefore suggest that high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.

Glen Swope
107 E Magnolia, Belgrade, MT 59714

I-€ -l

thank you